DIY Tassel Necklace
Supplies:
1 package of eye pins
1 package of 4mm jump rings
1 package of 14mm plain toggle clasps
1 package of end caps
3 feet of 2mm rolo chain
3 feet of twisted and smooth link chain
1 foot of 4mm rolo chain
9 pearls 8mm in size
19 bead caps to fit pearls
Step 1:
Cut fifteen sections of 2mm rolo chain in 2 inch sections
each.

Step 2 & 3:
Enlarge the loop of eye pin so that it is 6mm around.
Thread all fifteen sections of chain onto the eye pin loop
and securely close it.

Step 6 & 7:
Cut eight sections of twisted and smooth link chain
approximately 1 3/4 inches in length. This can easily be
done by cutting the single round link that connects the
two long oval links together. Create nine pearl links by
stringing two bead caps and a pearl onto nine additional
eye pins and making loops after the beads.

Step 4:
String an end cap and a bead cap onto the wire above
the chain links. Make a loop after the bead cap to hold
the caps down in place.

Step 5:
String a bead cap, pearl, and another bead cap onto a
second eye pin. Make a loop after the second bead cap
to create a link. Open up the loop above the tassel,
attach the pearl link, and close it securely.

Step 8:
Open the top loop on the pearl link above the tassel and
attach two sections of twisted and smooth link chain.
Close loop securely.

Step 9:
Attach a pearl link to the end of each piece of chain by
opening up the loop at the bottom of the link, threading
the chain onto the loop, and closing it securely.

Step 10:
Repeat Step 9 alternating chain and pearl link on each
side of the necklace. Connect these components until
you have four chain links and four pearl links on both
sides.
Step 11:
Cut 4mm rolo chain in two sections measuring 6 inches
each.
Step 12 & 13:
Attach one section to the last pearl link on each side of
your necklace. Attach toggle clasps to the end of the rolo
chain using 4mm jump rings.

